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Here is a quick, easy guide that will show you how the Compucorp Micro

Statistician makes short work of laborious statistical calculations. It will take

you through the powerful statistical key functions, the convenient arithmetic

operations, the 10 storage and accumulator registers, and programming if

you have the programh1able model.



BEFORE YOU START

I. The ON-OFF switch is in back and is labeled "POWER ON OFF." When

switched on, all registers are cleared, and the decimal point is set to two

places. If the display shows E----, either when turned on or during your

I I . h r:::::l CLEAR "Ih . I d ff d Ica cu alions, toue ~ or ENTRY ." en sWlte le 0, ata an<

program steps you may have stored are lost.

2. The Micro Statistician runs on batteries, or through an AC adapter which

is supplied for use with normal house current and plugs into the socket on

the back of the machine. Be sure to set the adapter for your line voltage.

Important information on battery and AC operation is included on page 13.

3. The examples you'll find here are all done with the decimal point set to 3

places. To sel .1 places, touch I s;: 10·You may use any number

from a through 9. Just touch I Si: Iand the number of places you wish.

4. Your Micro Statistician is a precision electronic instrument, designed for

portable operation. It will help you with your calculations wherever and

whenever they come up.
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STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS

The Micro Statistician includes a number of common statistical functions

which eliminate the tedium of everyday. statistical analyses. These key fUIlC

tions are the following:

• Standard Deviation and Mean - Ungrouped Data

• Standard Deviation and Mean - Grouped Data

• Linear Regression

Coefficient of Correlation

Slope

Intercept

Estimated Values of Dependent Variable

• t Test of Dependent or Correlated Data

• t Test of Independent Data

• Z Score

There arc also a number of keys for hasic mathematical functions which you

will find valuable:

• Add, subtract, multiply, divide, reciprocal

• Square root, raise to a power

• Logarithm - Base e and Base 10

• Antilog - Base e and Base 10

• Integer/fraction separation

3
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STANDARD DEVIATION AND MEAN - UNGROUPED DATA

CLEAR . IITouch GROUP to clear data accumulators. Enter data, touching after

each observation. When all entries are complete, touchl M~~N I. The screen

will display the estimate of the sample standard deviation according to the

formula:

Touch III and the screen will display the arithmetic mean according to

the formula:

Computing standard deviation and mean will not affect accumulated results,

so you may enter additional data or remove data for further analysis. See

page 20 for data removal.

EXAMPLE

For the Data Set 4.5, 6.1, 3.7, 3.9, 6.6, 4.7, 5.2 compute the standard

deviation and the mean.

The sequence is:

L--.-JGJ0011
00[2]11
00011
00011
00011
GJD011
0D011

IM~~N I

, ,_, ':: ,-,,-,
'-_11_"_'

,- I ,-,,-,
Cl. , ,_, ,_,

=, i ,-, I-'-,. , ,-' '-'
=, 0 ,-,,-,-,. -' ,-, '-'
,- ,- ,-, ,-,
,,j _ Cl ,_, ,_,

'_I -; ,-, ,-,
I. ,,_,,_,

c =, ,-, ,-,
_t. ,_ ,_, '_'

, '-'0 =,,- ,-,,-, '-

'-' 0'::-;1-_'-. ,

,5



Compute the Standard Deviation and Mean.

STANDARD DEVIATION AND MEAN - GROUPED DATA

Touch g~~~~ to clear data accumulators. Enter the cell class data

touchingII after each, then the number of observations or frequency

and touch II. When all entries are complete, touch IM~~N I The

screen will display the standard deviation according to the formula:

SD=J~,fxt-~~
Lf-1

Touch III and the screen will display the mean according to the

formula:

The same data entry sequence may be used with ungrouped data where

there are several occurrences of the same value.

d ~~~ IBy the way, the switch marke U a lows you to accumulate single, ,

variable data in either of two groups. Setting Group 1 accumulates data, and

computes standard deviation on that data. Setting Group 2 does the same in

an entirely different set of accumulators. See page 21 for removal of incor

rect data items.

6
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EXAMPLE:

For the data set: OBSERVATION

82

91

90

8S

94

86

87

0011
011

0811
~II

0011
0011

011

FREQUENCY

2

3

7

4

4

o -:, ,-, ,-, ,-,
1.1 ,_ • ,_, ,_, '.1

-:, ,-, ,-, ,-,
,. - 1.1 1.1 I_I

,;. f ,-, '-1 ,.,
_, , - 1.1 1.1 1.1

=, ,-, ,-, ,-,
_I - I_I I_I '.'

'=' ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-,
_I ,_, _ ,_, I.' ,_,

o c ,-, ,-, ,-,
1.1 _, • ,_, I.' '.'

-; ,-, ,-, ,-,
I • ,_, I.' ,_,
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Notice that when the frequency is 1 it need not be entered.

0811
811

0011
811

0011
IM~~N I

CI IJ ,-,,-, ,-,-, , . '.' ,., '.'

'-' ,-, ,-, ,-,, . ,., ,., '.'
o ,- ,-, ,-, ,-,,., ,~ . '.' '.' '.'

IJ '-I ,-, ,-,, . '-' '.' ,.,
o -; ,-,,-, ,-,",., ,. '-' '.' '.'

LINEAR REGRESSION

;"'~ CLEAR IISelect Group 1 U. Touch GROUP to clear data accumulators., ,
Enter the data in pairs. Enter the independent variable, X, first; touch

II, then the dependent variable, Y, and lauch II.When all

entries are made, touchI ~~~ I· The screen will display the coefficient

of correlation, r, computed as:

For the slope, m, touchBI. The slope is calculated as:

LXY _ LXIV
m=-_·~_·-0

LX' - (LX)'
n

The intercept, b, may be displayed by touching0 andB· The

intercept is computed by the formola:

:2Yb=n -

The form of the Regre\sion Eqoation is:

lXmn

9

Yest~mX+b

To computeYest any value of X,enler the X data and touchB· The

screen will show Vest for that X. The Standard Deviation and Mean of X

data and Y data may be calculated. Touch IM~~N Ito display SOx, and

BI to display X. Now switch to Group2 !~ and touch IM~~N Ito

display SOy and BI to display Y. ' ,



_C~ _

Compute the Coefficient of Correlation, Slope, Interccpt, Standard Devia

CLEAR IItion and Mean of X and Y and Yest for X~4, X=5, and X=6. GROUP

Enter your data this' way:

11

-
(X)

(SOx)

(Y)

(SOy)

'-' ::, ,-,,-,,. ,- '."-'

,::' I,:, 0 c.-'
- 0 _II.' _

,-, ,-, -".''.' ..:,,: ,
=, =, ,-,::,_'0 _, '.".

'.' ,-,-, ,-,, .,J ,., '.'

,,- ,-,,-, ,-,
, ,J. ,_, '.' '.'

, '=' ,-, ,-, ,-,, -'. '.".' ,.,

'=,::"0_"_ ,
'-' 0 ,-, ,-,,. ,., '.' ,.,

[l:iNl
~

rsDl
~

regression equation:

rsDl
~

~O~II
[2]011

~0011
u~1I

}

:

r
To compute coefficient

of correlation and thc

For the Standard Deviation and Mean of Y

For the Standard Deviation and Mean of X

'-' ,- ,-, ,-,
, 0 _, '.' '.'

,- -, ,-, ,-,
'J0': '.' '.'

=, 1 ,-,,-,
-'. ".".'

C" ,- ,-, ,-,
_,. Cl '.' '.'

"-' ,-, ,-, ,-, (, ,-,."_".'

::" ,-, ,-, ,-,,. ,. '-' '.' '.'

-, ,-, n ,-, ,-,
c. '.'. ,., '.' '_'

-,=, ,-, ,-, ,-,
c. -' . '.' '.' '.'

00011
[2]011

00011
0[2]11

00011
0011

~D011
0011

EXAMPLE

For the data sct: X Y

3.7 14

56 21

6.2 23

4.S 20

4.6 19

4.2 16

i



For estimated values of Y using the regression equation, using X=4, X=5,

and X~6

,,- 1,-,1,et 1 :JI

ICt IJ Ct =,1_'. , _,_,

(Yest)

(Yest)

t TEST OF DEPENDENT OR CORRELATED DATA

Touch g~~~~ IIIto clear data accumulators.

Enter the data in pairs. Enter X first, touch III'then enter Y and

touch II·
When all entries are made, touch I :~:: I. The screen will display tdep

which is computed by the formula:

::,:1 ; Ct I-
I_ '-. , _I I.:')

(Yest)

tdep
X-V

To compute Standard Deviation and Mean of X data and Y data, first

"' rsDlswitch to Group 1 ~U. Now touch~ and the screen will
, ,

display SDx. Touch _ and the screen will display X.

Switch to Group 2 ~~. Touch IM~~N Ifor SDy and III for Y.

By the way, once your data is entered you can also compute r, m, and b

as in the Linear Regression example.

13



AN EXAMPLE OF DEPENDENT t

To compute the dependent t statistic, Standard Deviation and Mean for

hoth X and Y for the data:

X

31.7

40.6

39.9

35.7

36.1

Clear data accumulators II
'-------'

Enter the data:

0[2]0011
0GII

000GII
0[2]0011
000011
0~0011

000011
~DOII

y

40.0

41.2

385

38.7

39.2

=,' -; ,-,,-,_, I - ,,-,,_,

,,,-, ,-, ,-, ,-,
i ,_, . '.' ,., '.'

'-' ,-, ,- ,-, ,-,, ,., •C~ ,_, ,_,

," ::, ,-,,-,
i I • ,_ '.' '.'

=, C' Cr ,-, ,-,-, -, . -, ,-, ,-,
-, ,-, C I-' ,-,=":,. -, '-' '.'
::, C -; ,-, ,-,_,_I _ ,,_, ,_,
::''-1 -; ,-, ,-,_, C,· I '.1 ,_,

Compute tdep r:;;l
~

Compute Standard Deviation and Mean

~:~Set Group 1 U Standard Deviation of X
, ,

rsDl
~

xII
,

Set Group 2 !~, ,

rsDl
SDy~

yll

::,,- I ,-,,-,_, CI. I ,_, ,_,

::' '=' ::''-1 ,-,
_, _, - I. '.' '.'

- I ,- -; =,,.,j,-,

::, ,- 0 ,-, ,-/
_, ,j. ,., '.' I.

I , ,-, ~
I - I ,_,_,

-, n ,- -, ,-,=, ::, -:, c '.'

15



f TEST FOR INDEPENDENT MEANS

X=75.6, 72.3,69.5,

-, , ,- ,-, ,-,, ,.,j,-,,-,

,-, ; ,-, ,-,
,,:) ,. "-' '-'

17

C' IJ r, ,-,
_1 I· I ,_, ,_,

-, , ,- ,-, ,-,
, '.',:)'-"-'

; ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-,
I 1_,. ,_, ,_, ,_,

-;,=- ,- ,-, I-'
'_1. C',_, ,_,

,- ':1 -,,-, ,-,
,,:) ,_. "-' '-'

-, ,':1 =, II ,-,,-. -' ,-,,-,
,- C1 C'-' ,-,,,:) _,. _I ,_, ,_,

Select Group 1

AN EXAMPLE OF find

Now select Group 2 ~~, .

0[2]D011
000011
0[2]0011
0G
~[2]0011

000011
00D011
00D011
[2][2]0011X-V

tind
1[(nx-1) SD~+(ny-l) SO}] [J....+J....]

Y nx+ny- 2 nx ny

The Standard Deviation and Mean of both X and Y sample data may be

cal culated by selecting Group 1 jL1 and tnuching IM~~N Ifor SOx

and iii ior X. '

Select Group 2 !~, touch IM~~N Ifor SOy. TouchII for Y.

Touch ~~~~~ to clear data accumulators for X.

Enter each value for X, and touchII·
, '

Then select Group 2 ~W and ~~~~~ for Y., ,

Enter each value of Y touchingII with each entry.

When all entries have been made, simply touch I :~:: IandII
The screen will display tind calculated with the formula:

, '
Select Group 1 :Lj. ,

I,

'j

I
',!Ii
!I

I
I



On rsDl
Select Group 2 ~. ,touch ~ for SOy, ,

~ ..
To compute tind, touch~ and..

Select Group 1 1L:1 ,touch IM~~N Ifor SO, ,

Touch II for X

-:, ,-, -, ,
,_ • '.' ,Cl

-, ,=- =,,-,
'---'-".'

- -, -,,-,-,:,: . '- -, '.'

CI ,-, =, =,,_,. '-' -, -,

Z SCORE
x-x

To compute Z= S'
Dx

' in order to determine probability ¥om a normal

. probability table, clear the accumulators touching g~~~~ Enter the

sample data for X, touchingIIafter each entry.

Then entcr Xi and touchD. The screen will show Z for the data entered.

Either Group 1 or Group 2 may he used. You may wish to know the Standard

Deviation and Mean of the .ample also. Touch IM~~N Ifor SOx and III
for X.

Touch IIfor Y ,- =, ,_, CI ,-,,:'/ _,. , 1_' ,_, EXAMPLE

Find the probability that a student will be at least 60 inches in height if

some of his classmates measure: 58, 61, 60,56,60,54,59,58,62,57,58.

:~ CLEAR
Select Group 1 ~U' GROUP to clcar data accumulators, and enter the data:

, ,

c,-, ,., ,-, ,-,-, ,;,. '-".' '.' .

,- I ,-, ,-, ,-,
1:'/ I· '.' ,_, '.'

,- ,-, ,-, ,-,,-,':'/ ,_, - ,_, '_II.'
I:' ,- ,-, ,-".,-, ':'/ - '.' '.".'
,- ,., ,-, ,-, ,-,
,:'/ ,-, . '-' '."-'
L- ,-' ,-, ,., ,-,
-' ,. ,., '-' '.'

. 18

*In this case, SDx=
~X,-(~X)2

n
n

19



DATA ACCUMULATORS

All of the preceding statistics rely on the use of accumulated data. The use

of theII key and the sequence II···11 cause data to be

accumulated in three or more registers. Here is a summary of these registers

and the values they contain, along with the controlling keys:

Individual summations in these registers may be examined by touchingIII followed by the appropriate register number. The contents of the

register are displayed. The contents are not changed by IIIor any of

the keys which, perform calculations using stored data. There is more on

storage registers on page 27,

The _ key is a real time saver. Used in conjunction withII
or II it wi II remove data items from the accumulations. If you ha~e

erroneously included a number in an accumulation, or you want to see

the effect on your statistics that removing an entry has, simply enter the

item to be re moved, and touch _ before IIor before theIII
21

CONTROL REGISTER

KEYS GROUP 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 n 4X 4X'
4

2 n 4X Ix'

XY,= lor2 4XY n 2x 4X' n 2Y 4Y'

CLEAR 1 0 0 0

GROUP 2 0 0 0

CLEAR
GROUP, lor2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

XY

,-, -,,-, C
'.'. , ,.,_1

C 0 ,_,,:; '.'_".,. ,- ,

,- ,., ,-, ,-,,-,
.:, ,:,. ,., '."-'

C -; ,-, ,-, ,-,
_1 ,. '.' ,_, '.'

C 0 ,-, ,-,,-,
_1 ,.,. ,_, '_II.'
,- -, ,-, ,-, ,-,
,.:1 ,: . '.' '-' '.'

,-,-, """-, ::, . '-' '-' '-'

ImIIFor-X touch alii

20

Now enter 0 ~ and touch D
From the probability table, we know Pz~.758, .or there is a 75.8% prob

ability that a student will be at least 60 inches tall.

For SDx touch IM~~N I

0011
0011
G011
0011
0011



ENTERING NUMBERS

,-,,- C' _11_,
I I C). _I, "

when usingII
EXAMPLE

To remove 32.2 from Group 1:

To remove the pair (21, 13.51 from XY accumulation:

From the preceding statistical examples, you know that entering numbers

means simply entering digits in the sequence in which they appear, using

the decimal point when applicable. Numbers may include a maximum of

thirteen digits (twelve if D is entered first).

Numbers may be entered in scientific notation, too, if desired, with a

13-digit mantissa and a two-digit exponent. The exponent can range from

-99 to +99. The B key is used to enter' one- or two-digit exponents.

The I ;I~~ I key makes either mantissa or exponent negative. Try these

examples:

, ::1 =, ,-, ,-, 1-' ,_, 0
, ,_ _I _ ,_, ,_, ,_, , 1.1

,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, '-' C ,-, =,
,_, • ,_, ,_, ,_, , _, ,_, _I

C2J00D0C2JBOO
C2J~

22

IGHiil
~

- ,,- -; , - ,":",el." I_I 23



ILLEGAL CALCULATIONS

Now you have an idea of how your data goes in. By the way, if you enter

clear accumulated data, though. E···· shows up any time there is an illegal

operation or if you press two keys at once.

In other words,11111111111 can be used in any

algebraic sequence you need to perform your calculation, and when you

want to interrupt that sequence in the middle, use1111. Remem·

ber that the parentheses can be nested two deep. Any more and you see

E· .. ·. Use IRESET Ithis time.

For raising numbers to powers use II

, -, - - ,_, .-1,. '-'."-

=,':: ,_, 0 cr_II•• _ , ,., _,

Enter

They can be more complicated, like 9.6'Y6.23+471..

For example, 22.64
,
.'53. That's00D~0

IICiJDCiJ0011
Arithmetic on the Micro Statistician is simple and convenient. Just enter

your problem as it appears.

F I 60-58.45 1
or examp e: 2.29 .

I-' ,- -, ,-'-' .,:'/ ,,:'/

ARITHMETIC

,_, '"'0 =,,-'-' ,., -,

O 2
1

-(365-15·1)]_1
r + (978x1.05) -.

Enter 01111110~D0

1I[2J0DCiJIIIIII
0D00111C2JDG
0111111

24

Clear with

Common and natural logs are simple. I L~nG Icalculates them both.
25



Enter 00[~] L~nG I
millThat's Ln 200 on the screen. For Log 200 touch IilIa
::, ::, ,., ,
,_ . -II.' ,

I"LnI
~ of a gives E····.

mgives antilogs.

Enter D0[~00m
::, ,-, ,-, n
1- _ '.' '.' I.'

eX is on the screen.IIwill show you lOX

'-' 0 ::,,_,
'--'-"

r--Tl
~ of numbers greater than 99.9999 give E····,

I'iNTl
~ separates a number on the screen into its integer and fractional

parts.

(How can a family have 2.61 children?)

Try this:

STORAGE REGISTERS

The Micro Statistician has 10 storage registers, numbered a through 9.

Seven (0·61 of these do double duty as data accumulators, as you know. It's

best to use registers 7, 8, and 9 for storage of constants and intermediate

results first, so there's no conflict. But use the others, too, when they are not

needed for accumulation.

To :tore in a register, enter the number, touchII and the digit naming

the:register:

-, , '-' , C=, -I " _,

Now CLEAR
ENTRY

To recall, touch _ and the digit name of the register.1110
::' , '-' ,_, _, I'

To see what's in a register without losing what's in the display screen,

we've put in a key called exchange _

For example: 1,23

27
The fractional part is the II
26

::" ,-, ,-, ,-,
-, , - '.' '-' '.'

,-, ,-::, c
'.' _ CI,. _,

Direct arithmetic into and out of storage registers is particularly useful to

statistical users, To add to a reg'lster, just touchII'followed by

II, followed by the register name:



PROGRAMMING

Arithmetic out of registers is just as simple. UseII instead of

II. To divide 3421.6 by register 7, enter000

1111I multiplies,1111 subtracts from, andII
II divides into the designated register.

,-, ,-,,-, ,-,,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,
'_I _ I_I ,_, '_I ,_, ,_, 1_' '_I ,_, '.' I

STEPEXPONENTMANTISSA

As you do your calculation, the Micro Statistician displays each result in

scientific notation on the left portion of the screen. The right tWQ digits count

the steps for you. After 80 steps the program returns to step one and starts

over, so watch the program counter.

TheliB key is used in ~ to start execution. In QmIl tells the
LOAD LOAD

The Micro Statistician Model 342 includes an even more powerful capa

bility than all those we've described so far-the ability to program up;to 80

steps of a repetitive process. To use the programming feature, simply pressr:::l . RUN

~ and slide the program entry switch to ~ , then enter your calcula-

tion. The screen will look like this: LOAD

" ,-, ,-, ,-,
i-I.' I.' I.'

-, , ,_, I
I - I I ,

'_,-,o,'e;
I , _, • I I _.

011110
Now 110

program to stop for entry of variable data or to display a computed resu It on

the screen.

Once a program is entered, it will automatically go from the last step

entered to the first entered when executing. Let's try a couple of program

ming examples. Suppose you had the problem of calculating Z~l/VLogX

for several values of X. The normal sequence is:

Enter X I L~G 11I0lJJ
For X=4, the screen would show

I -, CI 0
I _ C. I.".' 29



To program this sequence, do the following: Initially X=4, t=2.1, and f=50.63:

-, ,,-,
'-.,1-1

,- 1-' ,--,
':1 I_I • ,,:) =,

,_, '_10'- 0' ,,- ,-,I I I-
I. I 1-1 I,:) '.1 i I,:) I_I I I ':1

I -,00"j 0 =, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-
, • '- '.11.' , '.'_, '_I I_I ,_, ,,:)then displays the first Z

Notice that this display is normal and that the step counter is not shown (it's

not changing) during entry of the number after=
II=to display Y

II=to enter the variable t

, ,:, 0 ,.,
'·'_'.'0

I ,:, 0,·,
I • ,_ '.' ,:,

In this program=means stop to display the answer. The program can

be simplified slightly. By entering 0 and then the pro gram, we elim

inate touching I:il:tlI twice to get the answer:..

Same answer.

For X=6, touch='enterG, touch=and see

For X=6, t=2.03, and f=61.5, the sequence is

31

II ,entert~

'_"-1 0 I~ 0/ . ,., ,_, /.'

,-"j ,., I ,
.:, /. C, ,_,

'"'Ej
'OA'

0=, the newY is

Several=steps can be used in the program for data entries and

multiple results. Suppose we want to calculateZ=l/~as before, and

Y=f/tE Here we enter X, t and f, and record Z and Y for these values.

Let's say we wilnt to enter X and record Z, then enter t and f and record Y.

30

Now just enterG and touch=
TrYitwith0



Programming greatly expands the use of your Micro Statistician for every

day calculations. There are no special limitations on program sequences

other than the maximum capacity of SO steps. The keys which depend

on the Group Select Switch ( g~~~~ ,II,I M~~N I,0) will

use the Group Set while the program is entered and do not depend

on position while the program is executed.

BATTERY OPERATION AND RECHARGING

Your Micro Scientist may be operated with the batteries it is shipped with

or on normal AC with the accessory adapter/charger provided (set

the adapter/charger to your hne voltage).
I

The nickel-cadmium batteries supplied are rechargeable. Useful life is

approximately 1,000 charge/discharge cycles - nearly four years of average

daily operation. When fully discharged, the batteries will require about 1S

hours to hecome fully charged, with the charger plugged in and the Micro

Scientist turned off. With the machine turned on and operating, recharging

will take somewhat longer.

In an emergency, any standard "D" cell may be used. Carbon-zinc bat

teries have a life of approximately two hours. Alkaline batteries will last

approximately two and one-half hours.

WARNING

Standard "D" cell carbon zinc flashlight batteries
may not be used while the adapter is connected
and operating on AC power. It could be dangerous
or cause severe damage to the calculator.

To remove the batteries, turn the Micro Scientist over. Squeeze the two

round plungers at the top of the case together and pull outward on the

33



handle. The battery compartment will swing open. Remove the batteries

and replace with fresh ones. Nickel-cadmium batteries, Compucorp Part

No. 3400017, are recommended.

NOTE: Observe polarity of batteries when installing. Improper battery

installation may severely damage the calculator. Follow this

diagram when installing batteries.

34
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